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FROM THE EDITOR
The Constructive 2018 Forum held in Wellington recently 
again brought chief executives, Government Ministers and 
other influential industry figures together to thrash out 
solutions to the problems currently besetting the industry.

Collaboration was a key emphasis around many of the issues 
discussed, with risk management taking centrestage.

The concept of the RMBA-led event is something that a 
previously splintered industry has needed, and this third 
Constructive felt like it consolidated the efforts and aims of its 
predecessors, and that industry transformation is progressing 
well.

The sharp end of the Registered Master Builders 2018 House 
of the Year is also fast approaching, with the 100 National 
Gold Reserve Finalists now known.
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It’s all about business

It is incredibly humbling to be voted in as the 
president of an organisation with a 118-year 

history of helping its members, protecting the 
public and advocating for “best for industry” 
practices at all levels of regulatory compliance.

My name is Darrell Trigg, and I am a trade 
qualified carpenter and Licensed Building 
Practitioner, serving my time with Dobbs and 
Henwood in Whangarei.

My apprenticeship consisted of residential and 
commercial work. Upon completing my time I 
went labour-only housing for a couple of years 
and then into business, with my wife Marlene 
at my side all the way.

Trigg Construction currently has a small but 
fantastic team operating out of Marsden Point, 
and our current focus is commercial and 
industrial projects.

Throughout our business journey we have 
definitely learnt from the “school of hard 
knocks”. One of the first things I did to help me 
navigate the business world was to join the 
Registered Master Builders organisation.

This did two things — first, it put me on an 
even par with seasoned operators in town and, 
second, it gave me access to valuable 
resources such as residential contract 
agreements, guarantees, employment 
information, and the list goes on.

Over time I have come to realise that, as business 
owners, we do not have to go through the school 
of hard knocks, because all of this has been done 
before and the lessons have been learnt.

There are an endless amount of resources out 
there to help us, from the Elevate Online 
Business programme offered by Registered 
Master Builders, which consists of short video 
bites about all levels of business targeting 
builders, through to business coaches that are 
there to help us navigate our way through the 
often testing times experienced when running 
our own businesses.

I personally have both a business coach and 
am using the Elevate programme to help 
develop our business in a sustainable way.

What I have come to appreciate is that building 
is the method by which we gain our revenue. 
But it’s what we do with that money once it is 
within our business that determines the 
outcomes we’re aiming to achieve to give us the 
lifestyle we want for ourselves and our family.

The first step is to be clear on what you want 

By newly-elected RMBA 
president Darrell Trigg
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your business to achieve for you and your 
family. The next step is to create a plan 
showing how to achieve that goal, then 
regularly review it.

How is it that many of us cannot build a house 
without a plan, but we continue to run our 
businesses without one?

Imagine a client coming to you and saying “can 
you please build me a house. I don’t have a 
plan but you choose the layout, amount of 
bedrooms, bathrooms and location on our 
section, and I will pay you accordingly based on 
how close you get to what we want!”

This has a similar outcome to not having a 
business plan at all. As we all know, a plan 
gives us a clear set of guidelines to a defined 
outcome. It may change on the way due to 
unforeseen circumstances or changes we make 
but, essentially, it looks just like the plan.

One of the goals I have set for the next two 
years is to help RMBA members understand 
that support is there for them right now, and is 
free as a benefit of their membership.

We have all seen the carnage caused in the 
industry recently with big businesses 
disappearing, but as small businesses we are 
just as exposed, if not more.

Regardless of what size your business is, you 
are vulnerable if you do not have a clear 
understanding of good business practices.

I encourage Registered Master Builders from 
across the country to contact their local branch 
and learn about how the organisation can 
benefit and add value to their businesses.

I encourage non-members to enquire as to the 
benefits that Registered Master Builders can 
add to their business.

I look forward to moving around the country 
and supporting the great work our branch 
executives are doing for our membership and 
the industry. Thank you for the opportunity, 
and I look forward to meeting you all soon.
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Talented Christchurch apprentice humbled 
by Apprentice of the Year win
Christchurch apprentice Sam Faid’s hard 

work came to fruition when he won the top 
award for the Central South Island Registered 
Master Builders CARTERS 2017 Apprentice of 
the Year.

Sam, who is employed by Jina Andrews 
Construction Ltd, says he was humbled by his 
victory.

“There is great building talent around 
Christchurch, so I knew the competition was 
going to be tight,” he says.

“When I heard my name called out for the top 
spot I was really surprised. It was a very 
exciting achievement.”

Sam says his boss encouraged him to enter the 
Apprentice of the Year competition, and that 
the win has helped him with his career 
progression.

“My boss told me I was doing really well for the 
stage I was currently at for my apprenticeship, 
and that the experience would be really 
beneficial for my future,” he says.

“The competition win has given me the 
opportunity to connect with people in the 
industry I wouldn’t normally get the chance to, 
such as other builders taking part and the 
judges.”

The most challenging parts of the competition 
for Sam were the pressure of the practical 
challenge, and answering the questions from 
the judging panel at the national competition.

“When you have hundreds of people watching 
what you’re doing, and you look over to see the 
clock ticking away, the pressure definitely 
starts to set in,” he says.

“In the interview stage, the judges fire 
questions at you so you really have to think 
fast on your feet and answer them as best as 
possible.

“Although it was a challenge, it was a rewarding 
experience overall.”

The judges said Sam did a stellar job 

Central South Island Registered Master Builders CARTERS 2017 Apprentice of the Year Sam Faid.

throughout the competition, completing each 
component to a very high standard.

“After speaking with Sam’s employer, it is clear 
he has a skill level and passion beyond his 
years. Sam has an exciting future ahead of him 
in the industry.”

Sam recognised the contribution that Jina 
Andrews Construction had made towards his 
development as a builder.

“The team at Jina Andrews Construction have 
massively supported me throughout this 
journey. When I told them I was entering the 
competition, they took the time to teach me 
extra skills and answer any questions I had.”

Sam advises other apprentices thinking of 

entering the competition not to hold back, and 
to make the most of the opportunity. “Nothing 
ventured, nothing gained,” he adds.

Apprentices, employers and young people 
aspiring to be part of the construction industry 
are encouraged to join the Registered Master 
Builders Facebook page at www.facebook.
com/registeredmasterbuilders.

The Registered Master Builders Apprentice of 
the Year competition is made possible thanks 
to principal sponsor CARTERS, the Building and 
Construction Industry Training Organisation 
(BCITO), and supporting sponsor the Ministry 
of Business, Innovation and Employment 
(MBIE).



Almost 23/ new builds and renovations across the 
country were assessed by an expert panel of judges,  
with regional award-winners announced at nine events 
during July and August.

Registered Master Builders Association Chief Executive 
David Kelly says residential building is fuelling the 
construction boom, and House 
of the Year sets the standard of 
what is possible in the industry.

“The building and construction 
sector is interwoven into  
New Zealand’s social fabric – it 
contributes to the wellbeing of 
every New Zealander.  
As New Zealand’s prominent 
house building competition, House 
of the Year showcases how our 
industry is continually evolving 
and adapting to meet the 
changing needs of our society 
– both demographics and 
expectations,” he says.

“Our decision last year to 
introduce two new categories, one for multi-units such 
as apartments, and one for volume and group housing, 
continues to reflect the landscape of residential building.

“What we are building is changing as we move to higher 
density housing. Growth in apartments and townhouses 
have increased three times more than traditional homes 
in the past five years. Building consents for new 
townhouses, flats, and units have also increased by 25%, 
which is a 12-year high.”

All the Gold Reserve National Finalists have consistently 
demonstrated impeccable craftmanship and attention to 

detail. These top 0// builds show the diversity of what 
can be achieved in a range of price categories - from 
cost effective builds and renovations, to luxury home 
builds, to apartments.

“One of the award-winning homes preserves local history  
by using red brick sourced from Invercargill’s Lorne 

Hospital. Another home was a 
complete and complex renovation 
of a family home that suffered 
significant damage after the 
Canterbury earthquakes,” says Kelly.

The Gold Reserve National Finalists 
represent the top entrants from 
this year’s regional competitions, 
which were held in July and August. 
They will now be re-judged by the 
national judging panel to find the 
National Supreme House of the Year 
and National Supreme Renovation  
of the Year. 

Finalists can also win one of the  
03 National category awards, as 
well as separate awards for four 

lifestyle categories – outdoor living, kitchen, bathroom 
and sustainability. 

National winners will be announced at a gala dinner  
in Auckland on Saturday 24 November.

The Awards are made possible through the support 
of PlaceMakers, Master Build 10-year Guarantee, 
GIB, Nulook, CARTERS, Plumbing World, Resene and 
Bunnings Trade.

For more information about the competition,  
visit www.houseoftheyear.co.nz

One hundred of the best home builds in New Zealand have been named  
as National Gold Reserve Finalists in the Registered Master Builders  
2018 House of the Year competition.

New Zealand,s 

top 100 home
builds announced

As New Zealand’s  
prominent house building 
competition, House of the 
Year showcases how our 

industry is continually evolving 
and adapting to meet the 
changing needs of our  

society – both demographics  
and expectations

David Kelly, Chief Executive RMBA
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HAVE BEEN NAMED AS

NATIONAL GOLD RESERVE FINALISTS

100

AWARD CATEGORIES No. OF 
ENTRIES REGIONS REPRESENTED

Builders Own Home 5

Bunnings Renovation   
$500k - $1 million 8

CARTERS New Home   
$1 million to $2 million 18

GIB Show Home 9

Master Build 10-Year Guarantee 
Renovation up to $500,000 3

Multi Unit (Apartments,  
Duplexes, Terrace Housing) 2

New Home $550k to $700k 9

New Home over $2 million 17

Nulook New Home  
$700k - $1 million 5

PlaceMakers New Home  
$450k to $550k 3

Renovation over $1 million 8

Resene New Home up to $450k 7

Volume/Group Housing 
New Home up to $450k 3

Volume/Group Housing  
New Home $450k - $700k 3

AUCKLAND

28
ENTRIESWAIKATO

11
ENTRIES

EAST COAST

2
ENTRIES

BAY OF PLENTY & 
CENTRAL PLATEAU

11
ENTRIES

NELSON,
MARLBOROUGH  
& WEST COAST

5
ENTRIES

MANAWATU, 
WHANGANUI
& TARANAKI

4
ENTRIES

WELLINGTON
& WAIRARAPA

6
ENTRIES

CANTERBURY

26
ENTRIES

SOUTHLAND, OTAGO,
CENTRAL OTAGO & GORE

7
ENTRIES

VYING FOR TWO SUPREME AWARDS
www.houseoftheyear.co.nz

National Sponsors



Entries are now open for the 2019 New 
Zealand Commercial Project Awards, the 

prestigious awards programme run by the 
RMBA that sets the benchmark for commercial 
construction in New Zealand, and celebrates 
collaboration and innovation across the sector.

“These awards recognise the contribution of all 
the professionals who work on our commercial 
building projects, from architects and 
engineers to project managers and quantity 
surveyors,” RMBA chief executive David Kelly 
says.

“This collaboration is a key part of these 
awards and a key focus for the sector.

“There has never been a better time to 
celebrate and reward the great work that is 
happening in the sector. We have heard a lot 
lately about the problems, and these awards 
provide an opportunity to recognise the many 
successes.

“A common factor in the successful projects in 
our sector is strong collaboration. This requires 
building trusted partnerships with clients, and 
the lead and subcontractors. The awards show 
what happens when we get this right — we 
build something great.

Entries open for 2019 Commercial Project Awards
“These projects are more than just buildings 
— they are our homes, public buildings, 
workplaces and communities. Registered 
Master Builders are proud to showcase the 
best of our built environment through these 
awards.”

Mr Kelly says the awards recognise all types of 
projects — big or small, and across a range of 
prices and categories. It is also an industry-
wide competition, which means there is 
something for everyone.

“We know all project teams really value the 
recognition they gain when entering these 
awards. There is a huge sense of pride in being 
recognised amongst peers and the industry, 
and it definitely makes entering the 
competition worthwhile.”

Mr Kelly says the competition demonstrates 
some of the amazing innovations that are 
taking place to meet the demands of 
construction growth.

“Last year, 68% of entries talked about using 
new technologies and approaches, and it was 
great to hear from some of these at the third 
“all-of-sector” Constructive Forum recently.

“Building Information Modelling (BIM), 
prefabrication, 3D printing and modelling, and 
Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) are 
transforming the way our industry operates.

“We are looking forward to seeing the different 
projects which have been using these 
technologies and approaches on our 
commercial building sites.”

The Commercial Project Awards are open to all 
New Zealand commercial construction project 
partners, including contractors, architects, 
quantity surveyors, engineers and property 
owners.

“We have seen some incredible projects over 
the past six years. This year’s Supreme Award 
winner, Skellerup’s Dairy Rubberware 
Development and Manufacturing facility in 
Christchurch, entered by Calder Stewart 
Construction Ltd, is a world leading Dairy 
Rubberware Vulcanisation Plant, which 
manufactures its own rubber on-site,” Mr Kelly 
says.

In 2019, category awards will include Heritage/
Restoration Project, Retail Project, Civic 
Project, Construction Marketing Services 
Education Project, Industrial Project, 
Commercial Project, the PlaceMakers Tourism 
and Leisure Project, the Altus Health Project, 
the Winstone Wallboards Residential Project, 
and the Commercial Fit Out Project.

There are also four value-based awards, with 
categories ranging from projects under $2 
million through to over $15 million. There is the 
potential for three Special Awards — the new 
Sustainability and Innovation Awards, and one 
for any outstanding project worthy of 
recognition.

The highest accolade of the Awards — the 
Platinum Award — is given to an entrant who 
has won five or more national titles, and can 
only be awarded to an organisation once.

Entries are now open at 
www.commercialprojectawards.co.nz, and 
close on Sunday, October 14, 2018. Winners 
will be announced at a national gala event in 
May 2019 at SKYCITY in Auckland.

The New Zealand Commercial Project Awards 
are sponsored by PlaceMakers, Altus, GIB, 
Allied Concrete, Construction Marketing 
Services and CARTERS.

Project Viking, Skellerup’s Dairy Rubberware Development and Manufacturing facility in Christchurch, 
was awarded the 2018 Supreme Commercial Project of the Year.
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Forum timing couldn’t have been more opportune

The timing of this year’s Constructive Forum couldn’t have been more 
opportune.

Construction is firmly at the top of the news agenda, and it was also 
heartening to hear from Minister for Housing and Urban Development Phil 
Twyford that it is at the top of the Government’s agenda as well.

What was so important for me was that we did not just continue to discuss 
the issues. We can all agree on what is going wrong — the focus for the 
Forum this year was on what we can do as a sector to change.

We started Constructive three years ago because of the need for greater 
collaboration in the sector. We were pleased to have achieved that, with so 
many different parts of the sector represented each year.

This year we focused on collaboration on the building site, and we heard 
from many sector chief executives during the day.

The first session asked how can we move from just talking about 
collaboration to making it happen? Southbase Construction chief executive 
Quinn Henderson said this meant building trust between key parties during 
projects, and trying to move away from seeing each other as competitors.

Building trust takes time — we need long-term thinking to understand our 
pipeline so we can give certainty to these relationships beyond the first 
project.

This was echoed by Ockham Residential chief executive Helen O’Sullivan, 
who said we need to consider that each project is not the only deal we will 
be doing with each other.

A great example was given by Auckland University property services 
director Peter Fehl, who felt the competitive procurement model was not 
working, and that we need to look at a relationship model.

Auckland University has $700 million worth of construction work 
underway over the next three years. This means 12 contracts are 
underway at any one time.

The university is not focused on working with the lowest price contractors, 
but the ones which will be the best long-term partner for the project. We 
need more of this approach.

Key focus on risk

Risk was another key focus. Leighs Construction chief executive Anthony 
Leighs summarised it well when he said there is too much talk about 
transferring risk, and not enough talk about mitigating it.

Naylor Love chief executive Rick Herd could not have said it better when 
he stated that construction management was risk management.

It is down to us to ensure we understand the risk we are taking on when 
we sign contracts — this must become mandatory for both lead and 
subcontractors.

We need to put a stop to the race to the bottom, where no one is actually 
benefiting. This means demanding we are given the time and information 
we need to get it right.

We launched our Lead Contractor Guidelines at the Forum (see story page 
14), which will help the sector do this. We will continue to update and make 
them available — we urge you to use them.

To raise awareness about risk, we will also be conducting a series of 
workshops in the main centres and holding panel sessions with the Society 
of Construction Law which is made up of people from the legal profession 
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Registered Master Builders Association chief executive David Kelly at the 
Constructive Forum held in Wellington recently.

and the industry.

There was plenty of discussion about the skills and experience 
shortage. BCITO chief executive Warwick Quinn spoke about what we 
need to do to make the industry more attractive.

We need to change perceptions — a career in the trades is just as 
valuable as a university degree.

Technology and innovation have not been seen as a key part of the 
sector, and we can all start to tell our story better.

Building Information Modelling (BIM) was a big focus as well. As 
Warren and Mahoney BIM technical manager Jason Howden talked 
through his BIM projects, I was staggered to see the number of 
“clashes and issues” BIM resolved on each project.

Some of these projects had up to 50 issues and clashes that were 
resolved before construction even began. This provides a powerful 
argument for more of the industry to be using BIM.

The games changers session provided some examples of the 
innovation happening across the industry today.

These are no longer outlier technologies. In last year’s Commercial 
Project Awards, more than two thirds of the properties used these 
kinds of new technologies.

I was particularly struck by the concept of “building it twice” — the first 
time will be virtually, before physically. This allows everyone to 
understand risks and issues to achieve a great final project.

We will continue to share the great practice that we see across the 
sector. I urge builders to enter projects into the Commercial Project 
Awards — it is a great way to share and celebrate our successes.

These awards are all about collaboration across the project teams. The 
winning properties are those where the project team, including the client 
and all of the contractors, comes together to build something great.

We will continue to keep these conversations going with the entire 
sector, and Government, and we look forward to updating you on our 
progress throughout the year.

By RMBA chief executive David Kelly



Progressing industry transformation — the key 
points from the Constructive 2018 Forum
Constructive 2018, the New Zealand 

Construction Industry Forum under the 
auspices of the Registered Master Builders 
Association, was held in Wellington on August 
16.

The event, an “all of industry” forum, brought 
together the entire supply chain, from finance, 
land, design and build, to enabling sectors such 
as research, training and regulation, with the 
enduring theme being collaboration.

Last year’s Constructive Forum was about 
progressing change. This year’s Forum was 
about taking stock of the sector and 
understanding and progressing the 
transformation that is underway.

Discussions were important to identify what 
the sector can do to respond to increasing 
demand for building, and to ultimately deliver 
well-being to the country.

This is pressing given the recently published 
National Construction Pipeline Report which 
highlights that the demand for building, 
particularly residential, will be sustained 
nationally for the next six years.

The Forum acknowledged that the 
performance of the construction sector was 
central to New Zealand’s economic growth, 
and importantly interwoven in New Zealand’s 
social fabric.

State of the sector

A survey of chief executives and senior 
managers in the construction sector and 
related industries agreed that in the past 12 
months New Zealand’s economy had 
performed well, but less than half believed this 
will be the case over the next 12 months.

More than half thought the sector was 
performing below average. Very few thought 
the sector was in a good state, and no one 
thought it was excellent.

The lack of skills was regarded as the most 
critical issue affecting the sector right now. The 
most critical issue for transforming the sector 
was risk allocation, followed closely by improved 
collaboration. These are inherently linked.

Government collaboration

Housing and Urban Development Minister Phil 
Twyford confirmed that the construction 
sector was of strategic importance to the 
Government.

The Minister noted that the Government was 
mindful that the current allocation of risk and 
liability was concerning. He added that the 
current process must not under- or over-
manage risk, and that risk must be placed on 
the parties best able to manage it.

Constructive 2018 welcomed Minister 
Twyford’s invitation to the sector to work with 
the Government on how to strengthen 
collaboration. The RMBA will continue to push 
this forward.

Leader of the Opposition Simon Bridges, 
National spokesperson for Housing and Urban 
Development Judith Collins and National 
Spokesperson for Building and Construction 
Andrew Bayly emphasised that their priorities 
were to ensure policy settings were firmly 
aligned to the interests of the sector, including 
on immigration, the Resource Management Act 
and infrastructure.

They noted that they would prompt a re-think 
of how construction was dealt with, and would 

look at how consenting problems could be 
addressed.

Game changers

The Forum made it clear that change and 
transformation was already happening across 
the sector.

It provided an opportunity to share learnings 
about new technology and processes already 
being used in New Zealand. We are no longer 
only looking at overseas examples of leading 
practice.

Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) and 
Business Information Modelling (BIM) were 
highlighted as key tools to promote 
collaboration.

BIM, while still in its infancy in New Zealand, 
was increasingly being used. New Zealand was 
not lagging, but the challenge for using BIM 
more widely was scalability.

The Forum included practical tips on how to 
use BIM, and it was recommended that 
companies use the New Zealand BIM 
handbook and other tools discussed and 

Delegates at the 2018 Constructive Forum, from left: Philip Brosnan (Brosnan Construction), William 
Hamilton (W Hamilton Building, and Anastasia Nicklin (Mitsui & Co (NZ).
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Participants at Constructive 2018 also heard 
from representatives from construction 
companies who showcased technologies and 
innovations that were used for recent 
commercial projects such as 3D Modelling, 
which was important at conception.

Technology also allowed parties to, in effect, 
build twice — first digitally and then physically.

Technologies increasingly involved 
programming in some form, and provided an 
opportunity to engage and attract wider 
groups into the industry, including urgently-
needed younger leaders.

The successful culmination of these projects 
reflected a collaborative effort where there 
was trust and confidence across all parties 
involved in the build.

Risk management

Recent failures of major construction 
companies demonstrate the sector must take 
ownership. Risk management was the essence 
of managing a construction company today.

It was also noted that builders had to regard 
themselves as professionals, with employees, 
supplier stakeholders and their dependants 
relying on the success of projects.

There was strong alignment and consensus 
across key groups, including lead contractors, 
subcontractors and civil contractors.

Building as a profession must be valued highly, 
and demand recognition in respect to fair 
terms, conditions and sustainable margins.

The sustainability of the sector is at risk. 
Further failures of the sector potentially 
provided an opening for operators not based 
in New Zealand, who would not necessarily 
invest in the sector.

The Forum confirmed that the competitive 
procurement model was failing, and that we 
must move to a genuine relationship and 
partnership model.

The recent boom and bust cycles in the sector 
have led to a lack of skills and experience at the 
management level required to recognise and 
importantly understand and mitigate risk.

Similarly, there were also issues with capability 
in government departments’ procurement 
personnel.

The lack of skills was an issue at all levels 
across the sector. The challenge in improving 

industry attractiveness was the need to change 
generational prejudices against a career in the 
sector.

Parents, schools and people’s peers tended to 
view a career in the sector as less desirable 
than other training and career pathways.

There was also a poor understanding of what 
career options were available in the sector. We 
are committed to working with industry 
leaders to tell the positive stories about the 
sector to help change these perceptions.

Industry Transformation Agenda

Several areas of work from the New Zealand 
Industry Transformation Framework had been 
prioritised and taken forward since the launch 
last year, including on risk management and 
improving information flows and data.

It was clear given recent events this work was 
of some urgency. Lessons could be learnt from 
other successful New Zealand sectors — for 
example, moving forward by focusing effort on 
areas of agreement rather than those where 
there was not consensus.

Last year

A key development since the last Forum was 
the formation of the Vertical Construction 
Leaders Group under the auspices of the 
Registered Master Builders Association.

This group brings together the chief 
executives, managing directors and general 
managers of the country’s leading commercial 
construction companies. The group continues 
to grow, and currently has more than 30 
members.

The Vertical Construction Leaders Group was 
originally founded to work towards 
standardising Health and Safety policy and 
process across the industry.

Due to the success of this approach, the 

group’s mandate has been expanded to 
provide leadership in lifting standards of 
professionalism across areas such as risk 
management.

Constructive 2018 provided an opportunity to 
launch a commercial contracts guidance 
document, mandated by the Vertical 
Construction Leaders Group.

It was well received as a useful starting point 
for companies to assess the potential risk in 
standard commercial contracts, which include 
special conditions and amendments.

The RMBA will continue to update these 
guidelines and communicate with the sector.

Future action

There were several areas which Constructive 
participants will be updated on, including risk 
management, technology, BIM and ECI.

Participants are looking forward to working 
with other industry-related groups and, since 
the Forum, other groups in the sector have 
indicated a strong willingness to advance the 
reset that the industry so clearly needs.

Participants are looking forward to working 
with the Society of Construction Law on a 
series of panel presentations to be held in the 
main centres involving key industry 
representatives on risk allocation.

RMBA chief executive David Kelly says the 
Forum was a continuation of the collaboration 
sparked by inaugural Constructive Forum 
participants.

Meaningful and genuine collaboration, 
relationships and partnerships were consistent 
themes throughout the Forum.

Leaders at Constructive 2018 reflected frankly 
on the current state of the sector, but also 
looked with optimism at the transformation 
that was underway to build a more 
collaborative and sustainable industry.

From page 11
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RMBA launches guidelines to help industry better manage risk
The Registered Master Builders Association 

(RMBA) has launched its Lead Contractor 
Guidelines to help the construction sector 
better manage risk.

The guidelines were launched at the 2018 
Constructive Forum held in Wellington 
recently, only weeks after another high-profile 
collapse in the industry.

“It is down to us to ensure we understand the 
risk we are taking on when we sign contracts, 
and our guidelines will help the sector do this,” 
RMBA chief executive David Kelly says.

“The Constructive Forum brought the entire 
sector together, with Government, not just to 
discuss the issues but to provide solutions 
about what we can do to change. It could not 
have been more timely.”

Equitable risk allocation

The RMBA presented a survey of more than 30 
leading chief executives and senior managers 
from the sector, which found more equitable 
risk allocation in contracts to be the most 

critical issue for industry transformation.

“Understanding risk must become mandatory 
for lead contractors and subcontractors. This 
means demanding we are given the time and 
information we need to get things right.

“It also means we need to say no and push 
back on unfair terms and conditions,” Mr Kelly 
says.

“We will continue to update our guidelines 
regularly and make them available — and we 
urge the sector to use them.

Workshops to raise risk awareness

“We will also be organising workshops in the 
main centres and working with the Society of 
Construction Law to deliver panel sessions to 
raise awareness about understanding risk.”

Mr Kelly says there was strong alignment from 
all parties on what the sector can do to change.

“There were some robust discussions about 
the failings of the competitive procurement 
model.

“We need to move to a relationship model in 
which we are not focused on working with the 
lowest price contractors, but the ones which 
will be the best long-term partners. The race to 
the bottom means no one wins.

Long-term thinking

“We need long-term thinking to understand 
our pipeline so we can give certainty to these 
relationships beyond the first project.

“This means building trust between the key 
parties, and trying to move away from seeing 
each other as competitors.”

The guidelines were developed by the Vertical 
Construction Leader’s Group, which came out 
of the first Constructive Forum in 2016 and is 
overseen by RMBA.

The group includes the chief executives of New 
Zealand’s most prolific commercial 
construction companies, and advocates on a 
number of broader policy issues, including risk 
transfer, procurement, KiwiBuild, and 
retentions.
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Dealing to the infrastructure deficit
New Zealand’s sagging infrastructure is 

inhibiting the economy and the country’s 
quality of life in the form of gridlock, lost 
production, unaffordable housing, 
environmental degradation, and more — and 
current financing models are not equal to the 
task, law firm Chapman Tripp says.

Commenting on the release of the firm’s What 
next for infrastructure? publication, Chapman 
Tripp partner Mark Reese says it was widely 
agreed that New Zealand’s infrastructure 
problem is severe and will not be easily 
unwound.

“But we are not alone in this. The world 
infrastructure deficit is estimated at US$21 
trillion, which means that this is a front-of-
mind issue for authorities such as the 
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank 
and the OECD — so there is a lot of 
international research to draw on.

“There are also a number of best-practice 
examples of innovative thinking that could be 
adapted to the New Zealand context,” Mr 

Reese says.

What was required was:

• a coordinated approach to create a solid 
pipeline of work, and

• financing tools to attract private sector 
investment.

“There is a wave of global capital looking for a 
home, with institutional investors worldwide 
now managing more than US$120 trillion.

“Pension funds, in particular, are seeking out 
safe asset classes that deliver a long-term 
return, and infrastructure investments fit 
neatly into this profile,” Mr Reese says.

“The need for solutions is becoming more 
urgent as the meteorological effects of climate 
change begin to bite and the emissions-
reduction strategy, based around an effective 
carbon price, shifts up a gear.

“At the Government’s instigation (through the 
2017 Budget Policy Statement), significant work 
is taking place behind the scenes to develop 
innovative funding mechanisms.

“Moves are also underway to forge a political 
consensus around the Zero Carbon legislation, 
to provide planning certainty and ensure that 
the policy framework can survive the three-
year electoral cycle.

“On the regulatory front, we have the 
proposed Urban Development Authority 
(UDA), which we expect will have the ability to 
agglomerate land for residential subdivisions, 
including a power of compulsory acquisition.

“This takes up on a recommendation of the 
Productivity Commission, which the National 
Government had adopted.

“A key challenge in addressing the 
infrastructure shortfall is capacity constraints 
in the construction sector.

“But we are starting to see more interest from 
overseas contractors, and are confident that if 
the supply of work is large enough and the 
funding is available, some of the second-tier 
companies will be able to resource up to the 
next level.”
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Aorangi wins big Green Building award

Aorangi House, one of New Zealand’s most energy-smart buildings, 
has co-won the Leadership in Sustainable Design and Performance 

Award in the Commercial category, as part of the World Green Building 
Council’s (WorldGBC) Asia Pacific Leadership in Green Building Awards.

The award ceremony was hosted by the Singapore Green Building 
Council, during its annual Gala Dinner in Singapore recently.

Competing against a multitude of exemplary projects from Australia, 
New Zealand, China, India, and the Asia Pacific — including co-winner 
Barangaroo South, Sydney, Australia — Aorangi House shone through.

The previously outdated 1970s office block in Wellington demonstrates 
how the up-cycling of an existing commercial office building can not only 
significantly reduce environmental impact, but also achieve positive user 
perceptions coupled with leading environmental performance outcomes.

Beca building services associate Ben Masters hopes the award will 
demonstrate that sustainable refurbishment is a viable option to the 
carbon-hungry alternative of demolition and replacement.

“We are proud to call Aorangi House our Wellington home [Beca office] 
and to have contributed to the positive building performance outcomes.”

WorldGBC Asia Pacific Network regional head Joelle Chen says 
Aorangi House is “punching above its weight, it raises the bar for 
existing building renovation projects to follow, and is a well-deserved 
winner of the Leadership in Sustainable Design and Performance 
Award in the commercial category”.Databuild Adv NZ 190x135 PRESS copy.pdf   1   7/12/17   10:50 am
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Fire safety non-compliance rife
Many commercial buildings around New 

Zealand are putting lives and property at 
risk because they don’t comply with fire safety 
standards, Insurance Council New Zealand 
insurance manager John Lucas says.

Mr Lucas became aware of this problem from 
insurers doing risk surveys, and led an 
international seminar last month to highlight 
the issues and work on solutions.

Some risk surveys were uncovering non-
compliant passive fire construction work, such 
as unprotected penetrations through fire-rated 
walls and floors, missing smoke dampers in 
heating and ventilation systems, and fire and 
smoke control doors that did not seal correctly 
because they were incorrectly specified.

“My discussions with various experts in the fire 
protection industry and with Building Consent 
Authority managers confirmed that New 
Zealand has a potential systemic, passive fire 
non-compliance problem.

“This is worrying, as so many people live and 

work in high rise and multi-unit buildings these 
days,” Mr Lucas says.

Smoke is a silent killer. Passive fire protection is 
about preventing or slowing the spread of fire 
and smoke from one tenancy or fire cell to 
another, and gives the occupants of a building 
time to safely evacuate.

Trust and confidence

Correctly designed, coordinated, installed and 
signed-off passive fire systems are paramount 
to protecting life and reducing economic loss, 
as well as providing trust and confidence in the 
construction industry.

“Unfortunately, we have struggled to achieve 
compliant passive fire protection in many of 
our new building projects, and to then maintain 
that compliance in existing buildings due to the 
many refurbishments that occur over the life 
cycle of the building,” Mr Lucas says.

The ICNZ is engaging with the construction 

industry to find some answers to improve 
passive fire compliance.

The council has partnered with Auckland 
Council and the Association of Building 
Compliance (ABC) to host a seminar to explore 
how fire protection compliance can be 
improved.

“Some have said that passive fire protection 
should be subject to a specific licence class.

“Currently, anyone can do work that affects 
passive fire systems, including builders, 
plumbers, electricians and data cable 
installers, but they do not get specific training 
on it.

“Some have also said that stricter construction 
monitoring is required. However, this will take 
time and may cost the construction industry 
money when budgets are already running away 
on some projects.

“The seminar will debate these views and work 
through to some consensus with the audience.”



20 years ago — September 1998:
• A $9.5 million redevelopment for the Bank of New Zealand in the heart of 
Hamilton was completed by Hawkins Construction.

A new office complex was built on the original BNZ site which was largely 
cleared in 1997 — an impressive five-storey building with a 2500sq m 
basement car park, 6000sq m of office space, and a rooftop plant room 
housing HVAC and elevator motor equipment.

The building had an expansive frontage to Hamilton’s main shopping area 
on Victoria Street. As part of the process of rebuilding the site, some of the 
construction elements of the old BNZ building were retained.

15 years ago — September 2003:
• High-risk builders and contractors with a poor credit performance were 
to be put under the microscope as a result of new technology backed by 
the Registered Master Builders Federation and other industry groups.

Launched by Minister of Commerce Lianne Dalziel, Credit Reference Industry 
Solution (CRISworks), developed by CreditWorks Data Solutions, was part 
of a broader loss-prevention initiative by the Building Industry Federation.

It was a response to the escalating bad debt problem faced by New 
Zealand’s building industry. In Auckland alone, the industry had amassed 
more than $150 million in bad debt during the preceding five years.

10 years ago — September 2008:
• The Registered Master Builders Federation welcomed the National 
Party’s promises to reduce bureaucracy in the construction industry.

Acting RMBF chief executive Chris Preston said the party’s policy 
addressed many of the issues the organisation had been highlighting for 
the previous couple of years.

“We have been talking for some time about the problem of rising 
compliance costs and fees charged by local authorities, and the negative 
impact this has been having on housing affordability,” Mr Preston said.

“We would applaud practical streamlining of the process that our builders 
have to go through to assist getting clients into their homes in a timely and 
cost-effective way.

“We also welcome the opportunity to work with National on the Licensed 
Building Practitioner scheme, which we see as a very important step in 
raising the standard of construction in New Zealand.”

5 years ago — September 2013:
• One of the most expensive buildings to come up for sale in almost a 
decade — Telecom Central in Wellington — had reached full occupancy 
after demonstrating its stability during recent earthquakes.

Knight Frank real estate agency managing director Layne Harwood said 
there was a strong market for earthquake-resilient buildings, and this 
would help reassure those landlords considering investing in seismic 
strengthening of buildings that it was the right action to take.

Mr Harwood pointed to the vacancy uptake of Telecom Central which was 
secured by a banking business following recent events affecting Wellington.

He said the Telecom Central building in Willis Street, built in 2011, was 
designed to withstand significant seismic activity, and had performed as 
expected.

The 28,000sq m multi-award winning building was built on bedrock, and 
had an A+ seismic rating and a 5 Green Star environmental rating.
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The dawn of the super ute

Now that Ford has rocketed into the 
dominant sales position with the Ranger, 

the question facing the Blue Oval is: what’s 
next?

How long will the national love affair with the 
ute as a replacement for the family sedan last? 
It’s already showing signs of shifting towards a 
customer preference for the SUV.

As far as a tools-of-trade vehicle goes, the ute 
will always have its place. But as for being a 
vehicle of personal choice, well, the ute might 
have limited appeal, which explains why we are 
starting to see the super utes — utes Jim, but 
not as we knew ‘em . . .

Claiming the most media mileage is the 
soon-to-launch Ranger Raptor, a vehicle based 
on the Ranger — as the name suggests — but 
powering the Raptor is a new 2-litre Bi-turbo, 
four-cylinder diesel, generating 157kW and 
500Nm through a 10-speed automatic.

The Ranger Raptor is tagged for an RRP of 
$84,990, putting it close to Holden’s entrant in 
the super ute race — the Colorado Extreme, 
though this is more of a cosmetic 
powerhouse.

The $79,990 price gives you a stylishly painted 
ute with a winch bar, bash plate, genuine ARB 
winch and wiring harness.

Colorado Extreme’s sit on 18-inch alloys 
wrapped in Goodyear rubber, black tubular 
side steps, rear bumper step, tow bar and a 
black Rhino Rack roof tray. Covering the tray is 
a soft tonneau with a sailplane-style extended 
rear roll bar.

Then there is the HSV-ised version of the 
Colorado — the SportsCat and its stablemate, 
the inspiringly-named SportsCat +.

The HSV-tuned ute has no engine mods at all. 
Apparently, HSV wasn’t allowed to meddle with 
the 147kW/500Nm, 2.8-litre DURAMAX diesel, 
so are we looking at aesthetics alone?

Well not quite. HSV was able to play around 
under the ute, which means the chassis, 
suspension, brakes and wheels have all seen a 
tickle up.

The front grille is different and LED lights have 
been included, while a decoupling antiroll bar 
at the rear (automatically disengages in low 
range 4WD) improves wheel articulation.

HSV has specified a quick release and locking 
hard lid system for the tray, with provision for 

load rails and a soft shut tailgate.

All this plus some serious in-cabin upgrades 
and you are looking at $73,990 for the manual 
entry-level SportsCat with the self-shifter 
clicking in at $75,990.

To really make a positive statement (see what I 
did there?) though, you’ll want the SportsCat+ 
which will set you back some more pesos — 
$80,990 for the pot stirrer and $82,990 for the 
6-speed auto.

And then we have the Euro entrant. Yep, the 
Volkswagen Amarok in Aventura spec’.

This one’s a little odd, because it’s a ute you 
can specify without any form of “golly, that’s 
different”, outside of it being a ute with a 
German badge on it.

No, the Aventura is a regular ‘Rok, which just 
happens to be able to validly claim the biggest 
engine power output and the greatest Newton 
Metre-age of torque, albeit for a limited time 
only, as the phrase goes.

The Aventura runs a 3-litre turbo V6, claiming 
165kW between 3000 and 4000rpm, and 
550Nm from 1400rpm. Yeah? So? Ah, but those 
are just the engine figures when the Amarok is 
cruising.

The Variable Geometry turbo has an overboost 
function, which squeezes another 15kW out of 
the engine and increases the torque 

Building Today motoring reporter Sean Willmot runs through a few ‘super ute’ options.

commensurately — for about 10 seconds.

Still, 180kW for 10 seconds or so is going to put 
the Amarok well ahead of the competition.

The V6 engine runs across three models in the 
Amarok range, but the Aventura is the dog’s 
bollocks. And at $85,990, those are pricey 
tackle berries.

So, the dawn of the super utes has arrived, but 
absent from the list are three conspicuous 
brands — including Mitsubishi, which upgrades 
the Triton ute every time a sale opportunity 
arrives.

Nissan is also sitting quietly, but with a new 
Navara about to surface for its launch in 
September, there might be something Nismotic 
in the wings.

Lastly, there is no sign of Toyota with a 
herculean Hilux.

We can speculate though, given the huge 
number of high-powered vehicles in various 
racing disciplines running Toyota gear, that a 
Super Lux might yet become a formidable 
reality. We know they can — the question is, 
will they?

So, as you load up your workhorse, scratch the 
paint, splash it in mud and generally beat the 
stuffing out of it on a daily basis, there are a 
few options for when you win Lotto.

Nice to dream, innit?

The Ford Ranger Raptor.
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The Securi-Lid 216 is a retractable roller lid — an attractive, practical and economical solution.

Who’s looking after your gear while you’re on the tools?
You work so hard to get the tools you need, 

and they definitely aren’t cheap. While 
you’re on the job though, is your gear safe?

That’s where Securi-Lid steps in. They’re 
stoked to say that after a decade in one of the 
world’s toughest proving grounds, they’ve 
arrived in New Zealand.

The Securi-Lid 216 is a retractable roller lid for 
utes. It’s been designed and developed in 
South Africa, and proven to provide the highest 
level of load protection possible in a high-risk 
environment — without compromising 
function or lifestyle.

Of the 20,000 lids installed there over the past 
10 years, not a single break-in has been 
reported.

Securi-Lid offers an attractive, practical and 
economical solution to many of those 
ever-increasing professional and lifestyle 
thefts occurring from vehicle break-ins in New 
Zealand.

The unit is extremely robust, and dealers 
consistently comment that Securi-Lid appears 
to provide a higher level of security to that of 
any other ute lid on the New Zealand market.

Features include:

• Class leading security: T6 tempered, 
mechanically-jointed alloy slats top and 
bottom.

• Cam latch operation, integrally keyed to the 
vehicle tailgate, with separate lock.

• Tough enough to withstand a 500kg uniform 
load.

• All-around access to the load bay, easily 
operated.

• Available in black, silver and white for most 
major brands.

• Matching style bars, tray slides, tie-downs 
and Carri-bars available.

The company can supply and install within 
three weeks of an order, assuming the product 
is ex-stock New Zealand, and they provide a 
mobile fitting service.

Tradespeople are busy people. So if you’re 
close to a Securi-Lid installer in a local town or 
city, they’ll come to you so your vehicle never 
has to leave the site.

They’ve even put together a special one-time 

offer for Building Today readers: they’ll supply 
and install a Securi-Lid 216 for just $2850 plus 
GST*, anytime up to December 31, 2018.

Call Peter on 021 648 677 or Tony on 027 336 
6061.

www.securi-lid.co.nz 
www.facebook.com/SecuriLidNZ

*Pricing based on a Securi-Lid 216 installed 
within 25 kilometres of an urban area, onto a 
standard production vehicle requiring no 
modifications.



Top NZ flooring apprentices celebrated at awards
New Zealand’s best flooring industry 

apprentices were recognised at the annual 
Flooring Apprentice of the Year Awards in 
Auckland recently.

The event, held by the Building and 
Construction Industry Training Organisation in 
conjunction with the National Flooring 
Association, is the largest annual get together 
of the flooring industry in New Zealand. It 
honours excellence and dedication towards 
training.

Supreme Award winner Connor Whitley-Sua is 
already stepping up to help new apprentices 
enter the industry.

Connor completed his training through Hills 
Commercial Floors Ltd in Auckland, and quickly 
moved into a supervisory role with the 
company.

He has now started up a contract installation 
business that contracts to Hills Flooring, and is 
training an apprentice himself.

“The awards are a fantastic opportunity for our 
top performing trainees to be celebrated by 
their peers,” BCITO chief executive Warwick 
Quinn says.

“All the winners are fantastic role models who 
are already proving themselves in the 
industry.”

Career options are bright for those working in 
New Zealand’s flooring industry. The sector 
currently employs more than 7000 people but 
needs an additional 3000 new workers by 
2022.

Mr Quinn believes anything is possible with a 
career in the trades, and is encouraging people 
to trade up.

“Trades careers are financially lucrative and 
offer rewarding pathways. Berl research 
proves that because apprentices earn while 
they learn, they can buy their own home 
sooner and are better off for their entire 
working life when compared to a university 
graduate.”

The event was only made possible by the 
generosity of its sponsors  Carpet Court, Carr 
Group, Dunlop Flooring, Forte Flooring, Gilt 
Edge Industries, Handley Industries, Karndean 
International NZ, Look Floors, Robert Malcolm 
Ltd, Sleepyhead Manufacturing, and Techspan 
Group.

The Flooring Apprentice of the Year Award 
winners were selected based on the 
achievement and skills they displayed at their 
respective block courses.

The 2018 top achieving flooring apprentices are:

Supreme Apprentice of the Year and Stage 3 
– Flooring Apprentice of the Year: Connor 
Whitley-Sua, Hills Commercial Floors Ltd, 
Auckland

Stage 1 – Flooring Apprentice of the Year: 
Clintyn Thompson, SW & T Williams, Putaruru

Stage 2 – Flooring Apprentice of the Year: 
Kenneth Aitken, Skip-2-it Carpets & Curtains 
Ltd, Ashburton

Stage 3 – Flooring Apprentice of the Year: 

Connor Whitley-Sua, Hills Commercial Floors 
Ltd, Auckland

Villars Trophy - awarded to the apprentice 
with the best attitude, enthusiasm, 
personal presentation and ability to work 
well with others: Robert Marshall, Flawless 
Floor Finishes Ltd, Whangaparaoa

Flooring Planning and Design Trainee of the 
Year: Lisa Lawrence, Basically Floors Ltd, 
Auckland

Above: Flooring Apprentice of the Year Supreme Award winner Connor Whitley-Sua (left), with the BCITO’s 
Lance Croawell.

Below: Stage 2 – Flooring Apprentice of the Year Kenneth Aitken (right), and Skip Muir from Skip-2-it 
Carpets & Curtains Ltd, Ashburton.
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Putting off having that difficult conversation 
until the next day and then the next day just 
won’t cut it — not if you want to improve 
performance.

One crucial point I do want to stress is around 
the importance of giving feedback. It is vital to 
prepare how you will deliver that feedback.

Make sure to take the time to calm your mind, 
focus, and think about what you want to say. 
By doing this, your emotions are less likely to 
get the better of you during the conversation.

When I worked at a large engineering company, 
I used to role play (oh no, I can hear the 
grimaces from here — role play, ick!).

The engineering managers and I would role 
play, with them having to have those difficult 
and courageous conversations with their team. 
And you know what? It worked!

Sure, at first they felt a bit awkward and 
uncomfortable, but we practiced and practiced 
until they felt ready to have those meetings.

The best thing was that their team respected 
them for having the courage to address those 
issues. We had practiced framing them in a 
way so as to not offend but to help — 
remembering that our whole objective was to 
get the other person to change their behaviour 
and not punish it.

I appreciate that it can be really hard. And that 
is where we at Tradie HR can help you with 
strategies and solutions about how to have 
those difficult and courageous conversations, 
and to help you get the outcome that is best 
for you, your team and your business.

How many of you know people who talk the 
talk but little else? They are the best at this 

and the best at that and they have done this 
bigger and better than anyone else, but on the 
delivery front they are strangely silent?

Having to have conversations with these people 
who are “busy”, constantly making excuses or 
blaming others can be challenging at times.

In our personal lives, luckily for the most part, 
we can choose to associate with these people 
or not. But in the workplace, it is not so easy to 
distance ourselves as they may be your 
teammates, your workers or even your 
manager.

How to recognise the know-it-all?

I remember working with a contractor “Jo” 
who, by her own admission, knew it all. If 
someone in the team had just been on holiday, 
Jo had, of course, been there, stayed at a better 
place, and for longer.

It didn’t matter what the situation was — Jo 
had been there, done that and much more!

Tell-tale signs of people who spend their time 
talking up a big game but little else are:

• Standing around issuing orders to avoid 
rolling their sleeves up and getting stuck in,
• Moving things around (this can be papers, 
equipment etc) to give the impression of 
busyness,
• Using elaborate phrases and jargon to confuse 
and, once again, giving an impression that they 
know a lot, and
• Not committing to anything that involves them 
having to be responsible for a particular project 
or task. These people are great at delegating to 
other teammates!

What to do with a big talker in the team?

Back to our contractor Jo, who was unwittingly 
causing mayhem. Well, I had to address the 
situation as our wonderful happy team was no 
longer.

It was one of my more difficult conversations 
as Jo simply had no idea people were avoiding 
her, no awareness of her teammates rolling 
their eyes when she was talking, and no 
awareness of the audible sighing as she went 
on about how much work she had on.

I remember inviting Jo to have a chat with me, 
and starting by asking her a few questions:

• How did they feel they were going in the team?
• What contribution did they feel they brought 
to the team?
• What did they see as their role within the team?
• And the kicker — how did they think the other 
team members felt about them?

This first meeting was uncomfortable, but as 
the manager, it was my responsibility to 
address this issue before I got multiple 
resignations.

I made sure I framed things in a way so as to 
not embarrass Jo, but to make her aware of the 
situation so we could bring about a change in 
her behaviour, which was the desired outcome.

Jo left our meeting, it has to be said, not 
particularly happy. Despite me framing and 
being as gentle as I could, Jo was upset.

A couple of days later, Jo asked to see me and 
said after she had had some time to process 
my feedback that she realised how she may 
have come across.

Long story short, we actually ended up making 
Jo a permanent member of the team because 
once the behaviour was modified, she proved 
to be a real asset, and the team went from 
strength to strength.

Growth can be uncomfortable

It has been said that whenever you feel 
discomfort it is a reminder that you are poised 
for growth or undergoing growth.

My meeting with Jo sure had some very 
uncomfortable moments, but I hung in there 
and, as managers, this is what we have to do 
— hang in there even when you want to run 
from the scene. 

This is also not a time for procrastination. 

The know-it-all, and difficult conversations
Tradie HR director Leigh Olsen advises on how to have those 
difficult conversations with the workplace know-it-all.

HUMAN RESOURCES

Tradie HR is a unique service, providing Human Resource support tailored to Kiwi 

trades businesses of all shapes and sizes. Because whether you are starting out or 

gearing up to take your trades business to the next level, getting the people stuff 

right is crucial to your success.

We look forward to talking with you. Call Leigh Olsen for a free consultation.

HR Essentials
People Strategy
Problem Solving



section 88 should be interpreted and, in 
particular, whether section 87 is to be read as 
pre-condition of compliance with section 88.

In considering this issue, the following 
principles from Commerce Commission v 
Fonterra Co-Operative Group Ltd were looked 
at:

• The statutory test must be considered in 
isolation of purpose to determine its plain and 
ordinary meaning(s);
• The meaning(s) of the test must then be cross-
checked against the purpose of the legislation;
• Regard must be had to both immediate and 
general legislative context, and may also be 
relevant to consider social, commercial or other 
objectives of the legislation.

The court agreed with the MBIE, in that the 
plain meaning of “completion” of works in 
section 88 is ambiguous, and could either 
mean the completion of the whole works, or 
the completion of a portion of works (as in Mr 
Bell’s case).

However, the meaning of “completion” should 
also be checked against the purpose of the 
legislation.

The purpose of the legislation, relevant to this 
issue, is to promote accountability of builders, 
and to “ensure that building work meets 
certain standards in order to achieve the goals 
of public health, safety and well-being, and 
sustainable development”.

In light of this purpose, the court considered 
that if section 87 were a precondition of 
section 88, it would result in fewer records of 
work being filed, which would be inconsistent 
with the purpose of the legislation.

The only precondition of section 88 is that the 
builder has completed their work. The appeal 
by the MBIE was allowed.

This decision establishes the importance of 
both builder and owner notifying the territorial 
authority/building consent authority of a 
builder completing building works on site.

Note: This article is not intended to be legal 
advice (nor a substitute for legal advice). No 
responsibility or liability is accepted by Legal 
Vision or Building Today to anyone who relies 
on the information contained in this article.

The High Court decision of the Ministry of 
Business Innovation and Employment 

(MBIE) v Bell dealt with the question of 
whether a licensed building practitioner is 
required, under section 88(1) of the Building 
Act 2004, to file a “record of work on 
completion of the restricted building work”.

This was an appeal brought by the MBIE, who 
wished to review the decision of the District 
Court.

Facts

In 2014, Mr Lu engaged Mr Bell to undertake 
building renovations on his home. Mr Lu was 
not satisfied with the quality of these works, so 
engaged a new builder in Mr Bell’s place.

Mr Lu submitted a complaint to the Building 
Practitioners Board against Mr Bell, alleging 
negligent works, and that the works completed 
did not comply with the building consent that 
was previously issued.

The Registrar of the Building Practitioners 
Board prepared a report to assist in its 
assessment of Mr Bell’s building works.

The report included an additional ground that 
Mr Bell had not submitted a “record of work” to 
both Mr Lu and the relevant territorial authority, 
as required under section 88(1) of the Act.

Ultimately, the Board ruled that Mr Bell had not 
provided a “record of work” as he was required 
to do so in respect of section 88(1) of the Act.

The Board ordered Mr Bell to pay a penalty of 
$500, and a further $500 towards the costs of, 
and incidental to, the Board’s enquiry.

District Court decision

Mr Bell appealed the ruling of the Board on 
three bases:

• The Board could not penalise him for not 

Timothy Bates and Sabina Boyd of Auckland law firm Legal Vision review 
a decision that dealt with LBPs and the filing of a ‘record of work’.

filing a record of work because Mr Lu had not 
included it in his original complaint;
• The meaning of section 88(1) was that Mr Bell 
only had to file a record of work once the works 
had been fully completed, rather than partially 
completed;
• The work carried out did not require a building 
consent, so could not be “restricted work”, and 
therefore section 88(1) could not apply.

The District Court found that the Board did 
have jurisdiction to consider additional 
breaches, and that it did not matter that it was 
not included in the original complaint.

The court further found that Mr Bell was 
required to file a record of work when he 
ceased working on the project, regardless of 
whether it was “completed” or not.

If Mr Bell, or someone in a similar position, was 
not required to file a record of work, this would 
mean that only the last builder, who was 
completing the works, would be required to file 
a record.

This would defeat Parliament’s intention to 
ensure that all works were made known to the 
owner and the territorial authority.

Also on the second point, the judge considered 
that the obligations of section 88 must be read 
in light of section 87.

This section requires an owner to inform the 
building consent authority of all names of the 
licensed building practitioners carrying out 
work, and when that builder ceases the work.

The court found that there was only an 
obligation to file a record of work with the 
territorial authority when the owner had 
fulfilled their obligations under section 87, 
which Mr Lu never did. The court considered it 
unnecessary to consider the third point.

The appeal to the High Court

The MBIE only appealed the finding that an 
owner’s compliance with section 87 is a 
precondition to a licensed building practitioner 
filing a record of work under section 88.

They submitted that filing a record of work is 
important in light of the purpose of the 
Building Act 2004 as it identifies all works done 
on the building.

If section 87 were indeed a precondition to 
section 88, it would be inconsistent with the 
purpose of the Act, which is to promote public 
safety, compliance and accountability.

Therefore, the appeal was concerned with how 

Builder fined for failing to file a ‘record of work’
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Recently we filmed the lead story for Bostik 
Gone Fishin Series 25 — a flat calm day on an 

ocean like glass.

It also coincided with a full moon — and that big 
old moon is often accompanied by slow fishing. 
Monday did not prove to be any exception.

We were late, and by the time we filmed a few 
introductory sequences other people were 
heading home.

Out in the Tiri Channel two kayakers were 
retrieving their anchored burley pot and then 
paddled over for a chat. They had opted to take 
three fish between two and three kilos.

“More than enough for us!” they said. “We’ll get 
three feeds out of this and smoke the biggest 
one.”

Their technique included anchoring a burley pot, 
allowing time for the chum to drift down 
current, and then silently drifting down the trail. 
Very smart, I thought, and productive.

As they paddled away we drifted down their trail, 
put a nice snapper in the bin and dumped a 
couple of others.

The two Grants and I had no bait. We were using 
kaburras and soft baits, pieces of “fishing bling” 
that can be lethal.

Our late start was not very smart! Fishing is 
hunting, and on the moon, early morning and 
late evening tend to be the most productive.

We have known each other for a very long time, 
and through the lengthy quiet periods reflected 
on the many changes we had seen over the past 
25 years.

The bait boys of yesteryear would go home with 
a clean boat thanks to the polished lures that 
dangled in the depths.

A new brand of soft bait called “Liveys” 
succumbed to a twitching rod while I 
occasionally lowered a kabura.

FISHINGTODAY

The technique used to fish “Liveys” relies on 
movement. Visualise the erratic action of a 
wounded bait fish, the way they flutter, 
swimming up then falling away again before 
once more trying to appear “normal”.

That is what you need to impart to your jig head 
and soft bait. Movement is the key, and staying 
in touch with what is happening. As soon as you 
sense that the line is tightening or that there is a 
change, strike!

This is particularly true on days like those over 
the moon when the take can be tentative.

At other times you don’t even have to think — 
the fish just explode all over the “bait” and the 
non-stretch braid ensures an immediate hook up.

I just love that huge shunt of adrenalin that 
courses through your system at the moment 
your day just got a whole lot better. Soft baiting, 
by the way, supplies adrenalin in spades!

Other important considerations are weight of jig 
head plus size, colour and even shape of bait. 
Experiment!

A lot of people tell me that they have tried soft 
baits and they didn’t work. The answer: “try 
again!”

The first day I caught the bug I was anchored 
over a structure in the Bay of Islands.

Fishing was slow, although the previous night we 
had filmed some great action on live baits in the 
same place.

The sounder was lit up with snapper sign, but 
they no longer wanted anything to do with 
liveys.

At some point I remembered the very small rod 
and reel tucked inside the cabin.

It was a soft bait combo and appeared flimsy 
and inappropriate to the size of beast I knew 
lurked in the depths. “Great combo for the kids!” 
I mumbled.

‘The message is clear — persevere!’
With Bostik Gone Fishin presenter Graeme Sinclair

I rigged it up, attached a length of 20 pound 
fleuro-carbon leader, tied on a jig head and 
reached for the packet of green and red Gulps.

“Nuclear Chicken,” I read. “Outperforms all other 
baits including live baits!”

“Yeah right, this’ll be good,” we scoffed.

I didn’t really know what I was doing — just 
made it up — forgetting that I was supposed to 
be drifting. I cast out at an angle to the current, 
fed out lots of line and let that jig head drift 
down in to the zone where the snapper sign was.

Whack! Instant hook up and the toy tackle did 
the rest. In fact, it performed perfectly. 
Absolutely bloody incredible!

That snapper was 17 pounds, the next 19 and the 
final fish 21, and guess who was hooked?

Soft baiting at anchor can be very effective, 
especially when accompanied by a burley trail.

The message is clear — persevere!

At the other end of the action scale is the 
kabura, another unlikely looking customer — a 
big ball of lead, covered in paint and including 
eye balls to which is added a few tassels with 
hooks in them.

“It’ll never work,” I thought, as I cast a suspicious 
glance over the packet.

“Drop it to the bottom,” Mike said, “and wind 
very slowly. You will feel fish tug on the tassels. 
Do not strike and, whatever you do, don’t stop 
the slow wind. They hook themselves.”

We spent the next two hours fishing kaburas and 
decided we had more than enough fish.

I could not believe it. These things can be lethal, 
and even the “old dog” can still learn a few tricks.

Clearly it pays to have plenty in the arsenal, and 
soft baits and kaburas are just two very useful 
examples.

Tight Lines!
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  Jul 2018 Jun 2018 Jul 2017

Far North District 23 20 25

Whangarei District 50 53 48

Kaipara District  8 10 17

Rodney District  54 67 83

North Shore/AlbanyWards 248 234 197

Waitakere Ward  119 79 42

Auckland Wards  365 296 274

Manukau/Howick Wards 127 166 52

Manurewa-Papakura Ward 256 85 55

Franklin Ward  81 74 71

Thames-Coromandel District 16 21 37

Hauraki District  6 9 12

Waikato District  64 45 61

Matamata-Piako District 9 13 7

Hamilton City  116 156 102

Waipa District  48 44 74

Otorohanga District 2 1 7

South Waikato District 2 7 6

Waitomo District 2 1 0

Taupo District  25 18 32

Western Bay of Plenty District 24 31 66

Tauranga City  87 108 179

Rotorua District  7 9 6

Whakatane District 9 3 6

Kawerau District  0 0 1

Opotiki District  1 7 2

Gisborne District  5 9 8

Wairoa District  2 0 0

Hastings District  30 16 23

Napier City  21 25 19

Central Hawke’s Bay District 2 4 4

New Plymouth District 29 33 36

Stratford District 2 0 2

South Taranaki District 1 2 6

Ruapehu District 3 1 2

Wanganui District 6 15 9

Rangitikei District 8 4 4

Manawatu District 12 10 11

Palmerston North City 31 28 25

Tararua District  2 0 2

  Jul 2018 Jun 2018 Jul 2017

Horowhenua District 37 13 13

Kapiti Coast District 25 18 34

Porirua City  19 16 22

Upper Hutt City  20 6 23

Lower Hutt City  22 29 34

Wellington City  41 288 56

Masterton District 16 18 14

Carterton District 8 5 13

South Wairarapa District 9 9 9

Tasman District  27 30 28

Nelson City  11 50 28

Marlborough District 13 24 22

Kaikoura District 2 6 1

Buller District  7 3 3

Grey District  1 6 2

Westland District 1 5 1

Hurunui District  7 10 6

Waimakariri District 61 71 51

Christchurch City 133 166 300

Selwyn District  65 100 134

Ashburton District 6 17 19

Timaru District  20 7 16

Mackenzie District 8 11 9

Waimate District 5 3 5

Chatham Islands Territory 0 0 0

Waitaki District  24 7 8

Central Otago District 41 29 30

Queenstown-Lakes District 143 84 207

Dunedin City  41 26 36

Clutha District  3 6 3

Southland District 7 14 9

Gore District  18 2 3

Invercargill City  8 9 10

Area Outside TA  0 0 0

Total  2752 2792 2762

• Based on 2006 census areas  

• Each dwelling unit in a housing project is counted separately

• Figures in these tables may differ from published statistics

Number of new dwellings consented

Building Consents Information 
For All Authorisations, July 2018

Dwellings    $1,174,448,000
Domestic Outbuildings     $20,815,000

Total Residential   $1,195,263,000
Non-residential   $516,995,000

Total All Buildings       $1,712,258,000
Non-building Construction     $37,745,000

Total Authorisations               $1,750,003,000

Source: Statistics New Zealand
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Email: andrew@buildingtoday.co.nz

There is an opportunity to be a part of Trades Coaching 
New Zealand Group and become a fully trained  
business coach.

We are looking for builders and trades people who want 
a change in life. If you have owned and operated a  
successful building business, have a good insight in  
business practices, have exceptional communication 
skills and have a desire to take home a great income,  
we want to hear from you.

If this sounds like you, 
then contact us today!
Phone: 021 280 8679 
Email: terry@tcnz.net.nz 
www.tradescoachingnewzealand.co.nz
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Become a fully-trained 
Business Coach

Principal: Tim Bates               DDI: 09 379 9668 ext 1

Specialists in 

providing legal advice 

to the building industry

Ph: 09 280 6504

Email:
hamptondowns.com

Hiandri bottom 
plate packers

www.hiandri.com

Don’t let rain cost you time  
and money.

Hiandri Packers have been successfully used since 2014, 
with most frame and truss manufacturers now installing 
Hiandri at the request of their customers.

Join the growing number of builders and construction 
companies benefiting from this product. Hiandri – the 
most cost-effective choice for drying out wet bottom 
plates and frames.

A tried and tested solution for all 
concrete and timber floors.

What our customers have to say about HIANDRI Packers

“The winter of 2014 was the catalyst for Signature Homes 
Northland to begin using Hiandri packers on all of our builds. 
We were building a number of homes, one of these was our 
showhome and as we had a firm timeline in terms of meeting 
an anticipated opening date we had to hire heaters and de-
humidifiers at considerable cost. The Hiandri packers are a cost 
effective method of ensuring our homes completed on time”. 
CRAIG DACKERS, SIGNATURE HOMES NORTHLAND

“I recommend HIANDRI Packers to all builders especially if you 
have had problems with wet bottom plates. Stonewood Homes 
have been using HIANDRI for 3 years and they work! We spend 
less money putting on HIANDRI packers than we were spending 
on dehumidifiers and heaters. The big gain is we are not 
waiting weeks for frames to dry”. STEWART WILSON, GENERAL 
MANAGER, STONEWOOD HOMES, NORTH AUCKLAND

Wet 
frames?

For more information visit 
us online.  
www.hiandri.com
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It’s not just a screen, it’s a Lifestyle!

Works with your existing garage door

The most versatile garage screen on the planet
0275 727 336

customscreensnz.com

® Lifestyle Screens   
work with your  

existing garage door! 
Easy to use, affordable, built to last! 

It’s not just a screen, it’s a Lifestyle. 

U.S. Patent 8151858 ,  8307876 
U.S. and International Patents Pending 

These days, more and more homeowners are turning to their garages to find additional space 
in their existing homes. The Lifestyle garage screen system  allows homeowners to do just that! 
The Lifestyle is a fully retractable, spring loaded system that works in conjunction with your 
existing  garage door.  Going from garage to an airy, pest–free space is a snap and takes just 
seconds. When you are done enjoying the great outdoors, simply retract the Lifestyle and put 
your garage door down as usual. It’s that easy! 

Why are Lifestyle Screens so popular with homeowners? 

www.LifestyleScreens.com 

Shown here with optional 
white privacy screen 

Lifestyle Screens is a registered trademark of Advanced Screenworks, LLC.. All rights reserved. 
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Quality
you can see
Grisport utilises the strength of many years 
experience with cutting edge technology to make 
footwear with exceptional build quality. Beautifully 
tanned leathers and smart designs produce 
footwear that lasts the distance.

is available at selected
safety stores and

www.grisport.co.nz

GENOA
GR72631BR
Popular pull on ankle 
safety boot. Wide  t last. 
Heat-resistant nitrile sole. 
BONUS Footpilot 
innersole upgrade for 
all day comfort

keeps you 
SAFER

made in

ITALY
mamamamamamamamadddededededededede iiiiiinnnnnnnmade in

ITALY

COMFORT
you can feel
COMFORT

f l

RUSH
Lightweight mesh runner with composite toe cap is the ultimate in comfort.
The waterproof membrane and anti-penetration midsole give added protection. 
BONUS Footpilot innersole upgrade for all day comfort. GR701619
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CONTRACTOR GR703BR & GR703BL
Support System cradles the foot increasing ankle stability.
BONUS Footpilot innersole upgrade for all day comfort
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WATERPROOF
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